University of Hawai‘i
Chinese Language Student Summer Institute
June 28 to July 9, 2021

The 2021 STARTALK Hawai‘i Chinese Teacher Institute seeks to recruit 12 beginning-level students (U.S. citizens or legal permanent residents only) to learn Chinese language (Mandarin) and contemporary culture through varied experiences designed specifically for them, and delivered online.

All tuition and fees are covered by the STARTALK grant, which is funded by the U.S. National Security Agency.

Program Dates: June 28–July 9, 2021

Target Students: ages 12–16, with no prior experience learning Chinese

Daily Schedule: 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Hawaii Standard time), synchronously via Zoom, followed by additional tasks and challenges to be completed asynchronously.

Application deadline: April 20, 2021 (Late or incomplete submissions will not be considered)
Application Link (or QR Code): https://forms.gle/kSHRyR6wMFi7dU4U9

For further questions, please contact:
Jialin “Sunny” Sun
Email: jialin@hawaii.edu
Phone: 808-956-2663